New Wonders

capo 4

G D C G D C G D Ami G

G D C G

Look again, at the cross
D C G

Where you are found and lost
Ami Emi D

Make a new song of praise
C F C G

Fill your cup, at the mouth of the spring
Ami Emi C

and new wonders we will sing
C D G (repeat intro)

as the Spirit blows the embers of our hearts

Tell the story, of Jesus, the Christ
and his promises we write
on the doorway of our house
hold the mirror, and remember your own face
brother, do not forget grace
as the Savior, pleads your pardon with his blood.

G Ami Emi C

Look around, every sparrow, every flower
all creation, sings out loud, of a grand design
You are small, but you are filled with breath and life
If you seek, then you will find
C D Emi G

As the Father, looks with favor on his child.

C D Emi G

Oh, the Savior pleads your pardon with his blood.

C D G

And the spirit blows the embers of our hearts.